
“Discover The Bad Boy Secrets 
That Will Turn Women Into Instant

Love Junkies - Begging To Possess You...” 
YOUR WORST NIGHTMARE: Finding out that your girl got gamed by an enchanting rogue of a Bad 
Boy - that she totally surrendered herself to hot multi-orgasmic sex with him... while you were out 
buying her a nice diamond bracelet. 

This happens more frequently than most guys know about - but it wonʼt happen to you when you 
discover what I have to show you...

You don't want the woman youʼre with thinking about HIM - you want her fantasizing about YOU. And 
that's what knowing the "Bad Boy" secrets will do for you. Because it SUCKS to watch these guys work 
their “mojo” on women, getting the attention and sex you deserve. 

I donʼt know about you, but I always hated feeling like I was inferior - being pushed around or sneered at 
by other guys. Or getting pushed out by them and walking away empty-handed.

Sometimes you don't know who to be more angry with - the Bad Boy for his "evil" ways, or the women 
who ignore you - and then seem to jump at the chance to be mistreated by one of those guys.

Have you ever felt like this:
"I'm sick and tired of being alone. Why does this jerk get women when I clearly have so much 
more to offer her? Why can't I attract the women I want when Iʼm obviously a better catch?"

If you're like a lot of other frustrated men out there...
• You see women telling you they want a "nice" sensitive guy, but when you try to be nice, she 

runs away - right into the arms of some Jerk...

• You don't want to have to act like a Jerk to get a date, but you know these guys are doing 
something that works, and something you secretly wished you could do...

• You might have a woman in your life that youʼre desperate to have, only sheʼs hopelessly 
addicted to a jerk or some guy who doesnʼt even want her. How can you convince her youʼre 
the right one for her...?

• You see these "Bad Boys" out there, not playing by the rules - doing whatever he wants - and 
he gets to win the game anyway...

Look, it's okay... It's not your fault.  You did the best you could with the information you had. 

Now I'm going to help you go even further with your game than you ever thought possible. You can do it 
with these hidden attraction secrets that most men will never understand how to use (especially in an 
ethical and responsible way.) I'm even going to share something about the “Bad Boy Myth” that most men 
never discover. And if you donʼt know about this, you could be ruining your chances with women.

IMPORTANT FACT: Bad Boys Have A Fatal Flaw In Their Game That You Can Exploit...

The reality is that most Bad Boys don't know when to "turn it off" - or HOW. That means that he can 
attract women quickly and powerfully at the start - but he also burns women out just as fast. And he 
finds it difficult to keep women interested and attracted to him. 

Also, the "natural" bad boy doesn't even understand what it is he's doing. And as a result - he eventually 
loses his power over women. The "Alpha" Bad Boy - which you will be when you learn the Bad Boyʼs 
secret formula - NEVER loses his ability. And you learn how and when to turn it down so that you don't 
wear out your welcome.

So discovering the hidden techniques of the Bad Boy Formula will not only help you ignite the 
passionate fire at the start, but this method will also give you the success he doesn't have: The ability to 
keep things hot and heavy for as long as you want to keep her. For a night - or forever! Itʼs up to YOU.
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You're probably like me - you get angry at these guys out there that STEAL women from other men - 
jumping right into bed with her. The secret truth is that these guys that we call "Bad Boys" are actually 
doing the RIGHT thing for women. Itʼs the Jerks that we need to avoid.

That's right... “Bad Boys" and "JERKS" are not the same type of guy.

The Jerks are the ones that are doing all the damage - the BAD stuff, like:

• Mistreating women... • Making her cry and get upset...
• Taking her for granted/Disrespectful to her... • Cheating on her...
• Lying to her... • Neglecting her...

On the other hand, the Bad Boy might seem like he's mistreating women, but he's really the man who 
knows how to make sure HIS life comes first. And he's also the guy that is being unapologetically 
MASCULINE. (He's the man you probably might hear other people call a "Player.” Heʼs the guy weʼre all 
jealous of - but we wonʼt admit it.)

The "Jerk" is the man that's out of control, and hurts more women than he attracts. The problem is that 
the Jerk's strong sense of independence and "take no crap" attitude is attractive to women who are 
looking for a man with confidence.

BUT The “Good" Kind Of BAD BOY Knows The Rules, 
Owns The Game, And Wins Every Single Time.

The truth is that you can outsmart and outperform the Jerks out there just by doing the right thing: 
Use Bad Boy techniques to create a WIN-WIN situation with women.

When you give her the thrill of being with a Bad Boy, SHE gets a man who knows how to create magnetic 
and powerful attraction - without any of the emotional pain.

And YOU get to find, connect with, and sweep the woman you want off her feet and into your arms.

For you to make this leap from Nice Guy to Bad Boy, you just need a blueprint.

You need to know the FORMULA for the Bad Boyʼs success...

“REVEALED: How To Put Your Love Life On Steroids 
Without Any Shady Tricks Or Manipulation: 
Discover The Bad Boy Secret Formula...”

Wouldnʼt you like to know:

 The 10 Essential Traits of the Bad Boy that skyrockets you to success with women - and how 
they trigger a woman's instinctive attraction psychology that makes her chase after you. You'll 
discover how the Bad Boy completely wipes the floor with the Nice Guy...

 How to "break all the rules" the way a Bad Boy does, and not just get away with it, but get people 
more invested and involved in your friendship. Imagine that youʼre the guy that your friends call up 
when they want to go out and have FUN...

 Discover the 2 attraction blueprints all women share, and how they both work to get a woman - 
but only one of them ensures her loyalty and her sexual desire for you...

 How you create INSTANT attraction with women by learning Bad Boy magnetic charisma...
 The Core 28 Explosive traits of the Bad-Boy - what they are, how they work, and how you use 

them to capture the heart and fantasies of women...
 The 8 Killer Rules of Confidence - use these eight rules to supercharge your level of confidence - 

with specific methods of how you can apply them in YOUR life instantly...

Discover all of this - and ALL the secrets of the Bad Boys that women chase after and fight over...
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Hereʼs What You Get In Your Copy Of 
The Bad Boy Formula:

6 VIDEO SECRETS MODULES - Over 4 Hours of Video Secrets Revealed...

" 1: The Bad Boy Definition & Spectrum (Retail Value: $97.00) 
" 2: Attraction Psychology Of The Bad Boy 1 & 2 (Retail Value: $97.00)
" 3: Bad Boy Strategy - The "Blade & The Myths Module (Retail Value: $97.00) 
" 4: SWAT Tactics 1 & 2 - Secret Weapons (Retail Value: $97.00) 
" 5: How To Live The Bad Boy Lifestyle (Retail Value: $97.00)
" 6: Lock & Load Bad Boy Formulas 1 & 2 & 3 (Retail Value: $147.00)

BONUS VIDEO TECHNIQUE MODULES:
✦" Bad Boy Reference & Examples + Bad Boy Review (Retail Value: $61.00)
✦"“Busting Balls” Tutorial & Bad Boy Case Studies (Retail Value: $87.00)

BONUS AUDIOBOOK METHOD MODULES: 
✦"Interview With FJ Shark - The Jerk That Women Love (Retail Value: $77.00) 
✦"Marni Interview - Secrets of Bad Boys From A WOMAN'S Point Of View (Retail Value: $77.00) 
✦"Bad Boy Overdrive 1 & 2 - The Dark Secrets Of Bad Boy Success (Retail Value: $97.00) 
✦"Control The Frame Strategy - Never Lose Control Again (Retail Value: $97.00) 
✦"Interview With Dean Cortez - The Bad Boy Lifestyle (Retail Value: $97.00) 

BONUS E-BOOKS: The Bad Boy Reference Manuals (Retail Value: $87.00)
BONUS MIND MAPS: Master Attraction Blueprints: The Bad Boy Formula (Retail Value: $87.00)

Total Program Value: $1,399.00  - See your special price and priority code...
Imagine what your life will be like when you possess these secret Bad Boy techniques:

✤ Imagine going to bed tonight knowing that you'll easily get a few dates this weekend...
✤ Imagine what it's going to be like when you can go out - with friends or alone - and never 

worry about approaching or talking to women...

✤ Imagine never having to experience the pain of a woman losing interest in you before you 
could show her what you had to offer...

Even more important: Don't forget the painful cost of NOT knowing how the Bad Boy Formula works to 
get women. Even worse would be the costs and penalties if you did NOTHING...

As part of my special offer of this program, I'm deep-discounting the complete program for you - AND I'm 
including all these bonuses ... and more special "surprise" bonuses I canʼt reveal here...
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Acclaim From Other “Nice Guys” Who Found Their Inner Bad Boys…

"...Simply The Best I Have Ever Encountered In All My Years..."

"...my friend am moved by your stuff...it is simply the best I have ever encountered in all 
my years... Yesterday I sat and listened to your bad boy materials for hours... you should 
have seen the changes in my attitude that very night! one very cute girl in particular was 
just amazed at the spontaneous cocky funny stuff that was just spouting out of my mouth! 
no canned routines whatsoever... just pure improv!"                                                  

- Jack L., Montreal, Canada

"...Itʼs The Product That Iʼve Been Wanting All Along..."

"...When I used Carlos' program, I straightened out my behavior... I'd tell guys to buy [The 
Bad Boy Formula] before anything else on the list. It's the product that I've been wanting all 
along but couldn't find..."   

- Steve F., Clearwater, FL



Grab your copy of the entire "Bad Boy Formula" program right now - with no risk. Take your time and 
use the program as much as you like...

You've also got my word. I put my name and reputation behind this program, and I stand by it 100%.

 Get The Complete "Bad Boy Formula" Program For $297 
ONLY $97

(or just 2 easy payments of $48.50)
Here's My IRON-CLAD 365 Day DOUBLE Guarantee

I am so sure of your success with this program I guarantee it 2 times in 2 different ways:

GUARANTEE 1: If for ANY reason you are not completely satisfied with "The Bad Boy 
Formula" - even if you don't like the shirt I'm wearing or the tone of my voice on the 
recordings, just send me a personal email any time in the next 365 days for a full prompt 
refund and I will insist you keep all of my bonus gifts for you FREE just for giving "The Bad 
Boy Formula" an honest evaluation. 

GUARANTEE 2: Simply implement just ONE of the dozens of practices inside "The Bad 
Boy Formula" - and if you don't feel that you have improved your game - I will personally 
work with you one-on-one until we reach this goal together. If for some reason I fail (and I 
won't) I will gladly reach into my own pocket and buy "The Bad Boy Formula" back from 
you - and I'll let you keep all the bonuses just for trying the program.   Fair enough?

To Your Success!

P.S.: There have been plenty of times in the past where I've made the decision not to grab 
something when I knew I should, and regretted it when I found out that my friends got great 
success with it and I missed out. I kicked myself over and over because of that. 

Don't make my mistake - take this opportunity and get your copy right now. Remember you 
have nothing to lose. The Bad Boy Formula is 100% guaranteed to work for you or I will 
insist you take your money back. You've got 365 DAYS - a whole YEAR - to use these 
techniques for yourself to get results with women. Go get your copy NOW...

CLICK HERE
RIGHT NOW TO CLAIM YOUR BAD BOY FORMULA:

www.SecretsOfTheBadBoy.com
Use this priority code to access: CD33

www.SecretsOfTheBadBoy.com

https://morpheus.infusionsoft.com/saleform/nathnifu
https://morpheus.infusionsoft.com/saleform/nathnifu

